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04/2012 [A] Introduction
Brazil's recent social changes have been dramatic. Apart from the impressive reduction in poverty and seemingly inexhaustible economic growth of recent years, the country's politics seem like a testament to the possibilities of social-movement driven change. With the end of the military dictatorship , social movements of all sorts emerged as protagonists of a new kind of politics. They were radical, yet democratic; they challenged the system, but were oriented towards a sense of the public good; militant, but also civic. The 'new trade union unionism', the urban movement, the health movement, the feminist movement, the black and student movements were some of the expressions of what Evelina Dagnino partnership with civil society actors, aims at reforms such as the universal provision of a welfare state while deepening democracy.
In this essay we propose a different interpretation. We focus on the first dimension of Transformative Politics, namely 'the primacy of politics via popular organization and public institutions' and retell the story of the rise of the Workers Party from the point of view of the evolution of participatory institutions over the last three decades. Our argument is that attentiveness to the instruments of political participation, the quality of participation within them, and their relationship to organized movements of civil society show that there was a pronounced shift between an earlier stage and the later years. During the earlier years, social movements and unions found expression within the party and party agendas were often translations of social movement agendas; participatory democratic institutions organized around the principles of 'sharing power' were crucial elements in rendering this alliance viable. In recent years, however, as the party rose to national power, social movements and unions have come to occupy a subordinate role. They provide political support to the national administration's mandates. Participatory institutions are today organized around 'listening and dialogue' and play perhaps an important legitimating role.
But many issues of crucial importance to social movements, such as the direction of the country's economic development and national budgeting priorities, are today outside of their purview.
Our point of departure is that the participatory politics of the Lula administrations have accommodated contradictory logics and forces. We suggest that they can only be understood by applying a historical-dynamic approach. The key analytical issues are how the expectations for radical transformation are embedded in specific institutionalized experiences as well as in the social movements, and how these expectations clash with the logics of (state) power which seeks to bureaucratize, dilute and/or instrumentalize participation. After discussing the historical conditions that gave birth to the Workers Party, social movements and unions as particularly democratizing forces, we discuss local power experiments (in particular Porto Alegre in the 1990s) that were institutionalized and rolled out across the country. This sets the stage for the expectations of a Lula victory in 2002. We then turn out attention to participatory spaces and the relationship between the national administration and organized movements. Our argument is that very many participatory spaces were indeed created under the Lula administration, organized as logical extensions of previous local experiments, but with a different logic. Instead of 'sharing power' and 'empowerment', the emphasis since 2003 has been on 'listening' and 'dialogue'.
Governance, which had earlier been accomplished through participation, was now based on compromises within the National Congress. We suggest, by way of conclusion, that the framework of Transformative Politics needs to address three particular dimensions in order to fully describe the Brazilian case: first, the issue of institutions and their impact; second, the issue of active v. passive conceptions of democracy; and third, the issue of scale and scalability of politics.
[A] The participatory legacy If what drew attention to the PT in the 1980s was its novelty as an internally democratic leftist party that did not seek to dominate social movements (Meneguello 1989) , what caught attention in the 1990s was its model of local governance (Keck 1992) . By the late 1990s, the PT had governed over two hundred municipalities of all sizes. Often, these were successful attempts at governing with the real input of civil society, transforming the creativity of popular voices into a real, legitimate mandate. While among the cases documented by scholars there are failures, in many cases there is a transformation of local politics with the inclusion of many previously excluded voices in running the government. In addition to participatory budgets, PT administrations gained extensive experience working with councils on a diversity of public policies including those relating to women, Afro-Brazilians, youth and many others. By the end of the 1990s, the phrase 'the PT way of governing' (o modo petista de governar) became a trademark. It was synonymous with participation, transparency and good governance.
Since its founding in 1980 by union leaders, the PT's ideology has embraced sometimes contradictory elements such as workerism and class-consciousness, a participatory democratic ethos, a commitment to social movement autonomy and a desire to govern by these principles. Indeed the PT has been referred to as a social movement party.
Since its inception, it has had a close relationship with popular movements, unions, human rights groups, the progressive church and others.
When in power, the main problem that the PT faced was negotiating the political demands of the party's base in a way that did not jeopardize the party's ability to govern.
One of the recurring problems of many PT administrations, particularly where local movements and public sector unions comprising the PT's base were strong, centred around the inability of administrations to distance themselves from demands that could not possibly be met given current finances. Early attempts at governing municipalities in the 1980s and in the early 1990s thus often ended in a knot of endemic problems: splits between party factions; conflicts with organized bases of support such as municipal workers; the inability to govern with a minority in the local legislative; and the distrust of segments of the population who only experienced the resulting failures of governance such as week-long bus strikes.
Some administrators, such as in the city of Santos or in Porto Alegre, nevertheless successfully implemented participatory programmes as a strategy for the negotiation of demands and the legitimation of platforms with the population at large in ways that helped avert some of the conflicts. In best case scenarios, participation provided solutions to some of these dilemmas of 'radicals in power' (Baiocchi 2003) .
Successful programmes such as the Participatory Budgeting in Porto Alegre drew broad sectors beyond organized social movements as empowered decision-makers into matters of governance, in this case deciding specifically on new forms of local investment.
While the decentralization of government has not done much to improve overall regional inequalities, it has nonetheless created institutional spaces for local actors to carry out innovative reforms in governance. It created settings where claimants themselves could be part of the negotiation of demands; in terms of governance, this generated legitimacy for strategies of governance, if not improving governance directly (Baiocchi 2005 ). The quality of this form of radical democracy, which turns both social movement participants as well as unorganized citizens into discussants, is dependent on the autonomy of these participatory spaces from party control. The degree of autonomy is evident in Participatory Budget meetings where PT members do not participate as 'party members' but rather as independent citizens or as members of civil society organizations with rules strictly prohibiting the meetings from being turned into partisan spaces (Baiocchi 2004: 211) . By resolving conflict in participatory settings, administrators have found ways to generate consensus around redistributive platforms, and have helped prevent conflict with the administration. In time, Participatory Budgeting became a signature of the 'PT way'.
Although the PT was the first political party in Brazil to implement participatory policies in a systematic way (and to embody participatory principles in its programme), it is important to mention that this participatory legacy in Brazil has always been broader than the party. Since the 1980s, urban social movements actively participating in the prodemocracy movement made demands for more accountable forms of city governance, calling for decentralization and citizen participation in the running of city affairs as a basic right of citizenship (Moura 1989) . Activists linked to liberation theology, popular education groups inspired by the theory of critical pedagogy of Paulo Freire (1970) and NGOs of various stripes all advocated participation. These were sometimes inspired by and sometimes reinforced the experiences of left parties, particularly the PT. These spaces of overlap between parties and meetings produced a fertile breeding ground for ideas that served to spread participatory democracy. For example, the participatory paradigm was already present in the constitutional process, in caravans and popular initiatives, laws, and also embodied in the democratic 1988 Constitution itself.
This participatory spirit marked social policies that followed, and legitimized old struggles such as the health movement. One of the first major policy reforms after the founding of the constitution was the creation of the Unified Health System (SUS) in 1990. It established municipal health councils that were in principle supposed to exert social control over the budget and define public policies. It was documented at the time that the supporters of this idea identified themselves as members of the 'the party of SUS' (Escorel 1998 ). Many public policies followed that were also similarly decentralized and had a strong participatory mandate. In the early 1990s for example, the Child and Adolescent Services adopted a council structure, as did the National System of Social Assistance. For many observers and activists from abroad, Brazil became a privileged locus of studies on innovation in and inspiration for democratic politics and citizen participation in public policy (Fung and Wright 2003; Dagnino 2004; Dagnino et al. 2006) . According to the slogan, Brazil under Lula was supposed to be 'a country for all' and as such, the administration created a large number of participatory spaces. It created or revived national councils on a variety of issues and instituted 'national conferences' in the form of thematic meetings throughout the country, with local delegates attending national meetings.
There are three noteworthy aspects of this national participatory policy. First, the uncoordinated nature of these participatory spaces with their constitution and composition often linked to particular ministries and related movements (the ministries themselves having been doled out to particular factions and political parties as part of the PT's political pact with the governing coalition). Second, disappointment on the part of civil society and progressive sectors of unions and political parties with these spaces over the lack of effective decisionmaking power over important policies; and third, the organizing logic of 'dialogue and listening' characterizes these spaces much more than the previous logic of empowerment and power-sharing.
[B] Broad-based participation
Perhaps the most striking feature of participatory policies under Lula is their scope. At national level, the emblematic and most developed example is the health sector, where the participatory spaces are federally organized. There is one national council, 27 state councils and more than 5000 municipal councils in the health sector, and every four years there are 'health conferences' held throughout the country leading to a national meeting. By 2010, one could identify 68 institutions that might be considered national councils, more than a third of which were created under President Lula. The only other time in Brazilian history that so many councils were created was in the period immediately after the ratification of the 1988 Constitution.
One telling example from the Lula is that of the Ministry of Cities, headed in its first two years by Olívio Dutra, the PT's first mayor in Porto Alegre and then its first governor in the state of Rio Grande do Sul (1999 Sul ( -2003 . The ministry implemented the City Statute having been adopted by Congress in 2001 as a result of the civil society movement for urban reform. This new policy 'sector' is actually composed of multiple sectors with a mandate to carry out transformative reforms connected with social housing (habitação popular), urban dwellers' land rights, installation of adequate sanitation infrastructure (water, sewage and drainage) and urban collective transport systems. In addition to social movements, participants in these sectors include business associations, scholars, NGOs, and municipal governments. More importantly, the sector has adopted a governance system that is participatory and multi-layered at the same time. Every two or three years, deliberative 'city conferences' are held that are open to all civil society associations active in the city. These elect delegates to a state conference of the cities, which in turn sets up a permanent state council of the cities and appoints delegates to the federal conference of the cities and members of the federal council of the cities. As part of the administration's policy of broad congressional coalitions, however, the Ministry of Cities, came to be run by the The government has also redefined the role of the Secretariat of the Presidency of the Republic, vesting in it the lead role of 'articulator of participatory politics'. As Costa Sobrinho (2010) has pointed out, however, rather than focus on implementing this role, the Secretariat has prioritized buffering conflicts. Moreover, the group within the secretariat responsible for participatory politics did not see their role prioritized in terms of resources, people or strategies. In examining the overall functioning of the Secretariat, Costa Sobrinho also points out that more energy was spent on talking to those strategic actors who were resisting government proposals as there was an assumption within the Secretariat that all conflicts are negotiable, and that a win-win solution is always attainable.
The number of public hearings held during the period is also noteworthy. From 2003 to 2010, 515 hearings with civil society were organized by the General Secretariat of the President. Of these, 326 were with business and employers. In other words, listening to social movements was not a priority, either because they were in direct dialogue with other ministries, because they were considered less strategic or because they were exerting less pressure on the government. There is a feeling of general disappointment on the part of organized civil society, which points to the lack of effective decision-making power linked to these spaces.
[A] Relationships with social movements
Since its inception, the PT has had close relationships with a wide range of social movements, having been described as 'a political expression of popular and grassroots objectives without attempting to control or co-opt its own basis of support' (Guidry 2003: 103 And perhaps most importantly of all, the party has until recent years always defended the claims of these movements in institutional settings. Throughout the 1990s, the PT was the party in Congress associated with land reform proposals or the fight for a higher minimum wage.
The Lula administration's relationship with social movements in general, and with the MST and labour unions in particular, displays specific characteristics. For the CUT, one of the first issues they faced was the controversial pension reforms proposed by the Lula administration. As a way of reducing social spending, the administration reduced the recently, radical factions have found it difficult to mobilize critical opposition against a president who 'presided over a set of policies that yielded growth, kept inflation at bay, diminished poverty and appeared to make some inroads into Brazil's long-standing socioeconomic inequality.' (Hunter 2010: 176) .
[A] From Petismo to Lulismo
Two types of transformative politics have evolved around the PT in two different periods, each with distinct political agendas, overall strategies and alliances. The terms
Petismo and Lulismo are used in the Brazilian debate on the PT's development (Singer 2009; Rennó and Cabello 2010; Ricci 2010) . We are also of the opinion that these concepts describe the two types of politics well.
Petismo refers to the 'PT way of governing' (o modo petista de governar) as it was
perceived by the public in the 1990s: direct democracy and ample popular participation;
crusade-like campaigns against corruption, patrimonialism and clientelism in the municipal and state institutions; and socio-economic redistribution through improved public infrastructure and services benefitting the subaltern classes, in contrast to the privatization and austerity policies offered by the neoliberal right-wing. The PT's overall strategy was to transform Brazil to a socialist country by democratic means. The alliances promoted were with other left-oriented parties and groups, the trade union movement and the new social movements connected to a wide range of struggles concerned with issues such as decent housing, land, environment, Afro-Brazilian culture and minority rights (including LGBT and indigenous peoples). While the petista way of governing managed to bring some unity and coherence to the diversity of agendas and interests --and in many states and regions it managed to become an ideologically hegemonic block --it never managed to attract a stable majority among the electorate, not even in strongholds such as the state of Rio Grande do
Sul and the city of Porto Alegre. At national level, Lula suffered repeated defeats in the presidential elections, and the PT was isolated in the National Congress as well as in the assemblies of almost all the federated states. Local radical experiments in municipalities frequently experienced discontinuation because they lacked financial and technical support from state and federal authorities. The participatory and local way of transforming Brazil was simply not able to sustain itself.
In a gradual learning or 'revisionist' process that began in the mid-1990s, and which culminated just before the second round of the presidential elections in 2002 with its 'Letter to the Brazilian People', the party leadership initiated a profound change in the PT's agenda, strategy and alliance building. The overall aim was to win the presidential elections. The broadest possible centre-left electoral alliance was pursued. It was more important to expose the charismatic personality of the candidate, Lula, than to educate the electorate about its political programme. More and more power was concentrated in the hands of the party leadership, dominated by Lula's increasingly pragmatic trade union friends. The leadership listened more to its carefully composed advisory teams of economists and marketing experts than to its own rank and file. The political programme was de-radicalized. Conservative or even neoliberal macro-economic policies were combined with certain social and redistributive measures. Due to its pragmatic concern for maintaining allies on the centreright and, increasingly, in order to do well in the next elections, the party become more tolerant of corruption. It was even caught committing the biggest public-contract-for-moneyto-the-election-fund crime in Brazil's political history, the so-called mensalão ('big monthly payment'), in 2005. Obviously, a new type of politics had emerged that clearly overshadowed the old Petismo. Secondly, the Brazilian cash transfer system is highly conditional and 'targets' the poorest types of households/families based on the paternalistic will of the rulers, while a social democracy tends to emphasize unconditional support to the individual rather than the family, based on universal citizen rights or rights acquired from (universal) participation in the labour market.
[ At national level, the PT-led government has adopted participatory practices, but these were much less radical than those experienced at the local level. The paradox is that 
